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SUMMARY

This paper presents the computational modeling of a variety of !ow-diverting stents, deployed in a number of
patient-speci"c aneurysm geometries. We consider virtual device deployment and hemodynamics as well as
thrombus formation, with the scope to assess pre-operatively the ef"cacy of speci"c devices in treating partic-
ular aneurysms. An algorithm based on a linear and torsional spring analogy is developed for the fast virtual
deployment of stents and similar minimally invasive devices in patient-speci"c vessel geometries. The virtual
deployment algorithm is used to accurately deploy a total of four stent designs in three aneurysm geometries. A
variety of different !ow-diverting stent designs, representing the commercially available and the entirely novel,
are presented, varying in both mesh design and porosity. Transient computational hemodynamics simulations
are performed on multiple patient-speci"c geometries to predict the reduction in aneurysm in!ow after the
deployment of each device. Further, a thrombosis initiation and growth model is implemented, coupled with
the hemodynamic computations. Hemodynamic simulations show large variations in !ow reduction between
devices and across different aneurysm geometries. The industry standard of !ow-diverters with 70% porosity,
assumed to offer the best compromise in !exibility and !ow reduction, is challenged in at least one aneurysm
geometry. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of surgical treatment in many ancient cultures, there has been evidence of proce-
dure planning and rehearsal before the actual intervention. Animals were often used as surrogates in
practicing techniques for the treatment of trauma, not to mention the dissection of animals or human
necropsies in which actual surgical procedures would be carried out post-mortem. This can be
considered the origin of ‘medical simulation,’ and in the thousands of years that medical practice
has evolved, so have the methods used for planning and simulating procedures [1]. Clearly, practic-
ing procedures before carrying them out on a patient has the advantages of increasing the necessary
dexterity as well as predicting possible complications and how they can be remediated without the
possibility of direct harm to the patient. The aim is to decrease the inherent risks of the procedure
and better understand the bene"ts.
Interventional neuroradiology has, in its relatively short history, adopted the use of simulation

techniques more quickly and with wider scope than many other medical specialities. Endovascular
procedures, on account of the indirect visualization by means of !uoroscopy and the immense
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variation of the cerebrovascular anatomy, has required pre-procedural practice not only by trainees
but also by experienced interventionists. Resin casts of the cerebral arterial tree were once made
from images to aid visualization and were later replaced by silicone phantoms of the cerebral
vasculature in which intraluminal navigation and device deployment are possible [2, 3]. More recently
these phantoms can be placed in a life-sized simulation mannequin, where the entire procedure can be
simulated with relative accuracy and ease [4]. Unfortunately, the high cost of these physical simula-
tion methods limit the adoption to, mainly, few specialized centers. Moreover, the time required to
prepare patient-speci"c casts or phantoms—despite the availability of three-dimensional printing—
render these methods viable only for cases in which urgency is not an issue.
Over the past decade or so, the use of computer simulations, also commonly referred to as in silico

studies, has exchanged monetary cost for computational cost. The obvious bene"t is that
computational power increases exponentially according to Moore’s law while the cost per processing
power unit decreases in like manner; similar favorable cost behaviour is not the case in physical model-
ing. Additionally, computer simulations allow for a faster production of results than patient-speci"c
phantom studies, particularly for determining the hemodynamic disturbances in intracranial vessels
and predicting the !ow after a number of different treatment options. One of the "rst reported uses of
computational !uid dynamics (CFD) models using a non-idealized, patient-speci"c intracranial artery
architecture was published by Steinman, et al. in 2002 [5]. Over a decade later, computational speed,
imaging precision and a general understanding of the mechanobiological correlation between !ow
and vessel wall geometry, now permit accurate and rapid simulations of blood !ow for individual cases.
As mentioned previously, hemodynamic simulations are remarkably helpful in understanding

pathological conditions, as is the case with cerebral aneurysms, and may aid in predicting rupture
risk and assist clinicians in choosing the best course of treatment [6–8]. More recently, work done
in simulating the mechanical implantation of endovascular devices including stents, coils and !ow-
diverters promises to revolutionise planning of interventional procedures by permitting sizing and
placement testing in an effort to prevent these factors from complicating the procedure during
deployment [9]. The recent incorporation of virtual deployment with CFD simulations of post-
treatment geometries now provides a useful method of predicting the hemodynamic changes after
device implantation including velocity changes, aneurysm sac residence times, shear stress and
other wall index patterns, and even changes in !ow to critical arterial side branches [10]. These
parameters may allow the clinician to make a more informed decision regarding the best device
on an individualized basis [10–12]. Furthermore, these simulations may be employed to test in
silico prototype devices with novel designs that have many advantages regarding !ow restructuring
that would have gone unnoticed were it not for high-"delity CFD models [13].
Recent developments regarding such computational modeling re!ects the intricacy of physiological

simulation: thrombosis plays a pivotal role not only in the eventual isolation of the aneurysmal sac from
the parent vessel lumen and subsequent re-epithelialization and "brosis, but evidence also shows that it
may be important in the in!ammatory process that precedes aneurysm rupture after treatment. Current
thrombosis models, in most cases, use blood components’ concentrations, !ow velocity and shear or
strain rate to predict sites of thrombus nucleation and progression of the clot. Of course, signi"cant
in vitro and in vivo validation is required before such models’ use is generalised [14]. These thrombosis
models can be incorporated into simulations of device deployment and blood !ow to help predict the
probability of successful treatment with different devices, looking at the desirable end-outcome (throm-
bosis) and not surrogate metrics (!ow reduction etc.) [6]. Following, we explore improvements to each
of these three key areas of in silico simulations and sequence these processes in an effort to form a pro-
cessing chain and reach a proof of concept that veri"es the potential utility of these computation tools for
treatment planning and prognosis as well as device testing for intracranial aneurysms.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Virtual stent deployment

Beyond the evaluation of the actual "nal resting position of the device, the most important conse-
quences of !ow-diverting stent deployment are: the changes in the target vessel geometry, alteration
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in the hemodynamic conditions, and the stress exerted on the vessel wall.[15] These factors are
in!uenced by the choice of the stent design [16] and the released con"guration of the implant after
deployment [17]. We have developed a method that estimates the position and the expanded shape
of the stent when released within patient-speci"c vessel geometries. The key estimator of success
and applicability of this methodology, beyond the expected reasonable reproduction of the mechan-
ics of the deployment process, is its turnaround time. For such a method to be used in practice it
must be near real-time, using moderate computational resources – this is the only setup that will
allow its use in multiple device implantation rehearsals and its optimisation in the standard clinical
pre-interventional planning cycle. We are especially interested in accurate information about stent
attachment to the vessel wall, the area of mesh covering the aneurysm neck, and the potential vessel
deformation. The algorithm to virtually deploy the !ow-diverter in a given patient-speci"c geome-
try incorporates the following "ve steps:

1. Reconstruction of the device geometry: Due to the high pore-density and stent strut architec-
ture, the easiest way to model a typical !ow-diverter (or devices of a similar design) is to
use CAD software to replicate the design of the device. After a 2D representation has been
created with the visualization package Blender (Stichting Blender Foundation, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands), the 2D sheet can be wrapped around a cylinder to create a 3D mesh
consisting of centerline representations of each stent strut. Figure 1 shows an example geom-
etry similar to the commercially available Pipeline Embolization Device (PED) (ev3/Covidien,
Irvine, California). For devices with a more complicated design and more pronounced strut
architecture (usually high porosity and low pore-density), it is possible to reconstruct the stent
geometry after it has been scanned with X-ray computed tomography (CT). We then simplify
the unstructured scanned surface and reconstruct the medial axis representation (centerline) of
the stent struts.

2. Computation of the crimped con"guration: During the minimally invasive stent deployment, the
prosthesis is crimped (i.e. collapsed to a minimum diameter) and placed into a delivery system.
Upon release in a target vessel location, the device springs back to a load-free con"guration
under the elastic forces of the material (Nitinol®). We compute the crimped con"guration
automatically by determining the displacements of the folded stent nodes with respect to the
load-free con"guration. All calculations are performed in the local coordinate system of the
stent, and the crimping is carried out around the centerline of the device, ensuring that the length
of the stent struts remains unchanged.

3. Initial positioning: After the stent has been crimped (a process that simulates its folding and
placement in a catheter), the virtual catheter is positioned in the desired location of the vessel
with the help of a virtual guide wire. Both the guide wire and the catheter are !exible enough
to be able to follow the curvature of the vessel through which they are inserted. Alignment with
the vessel centreline is maintained during this virtual deployment process. The procedure is
performed in two basic steps: (i) all vertices of the stent are divided into layers depending on
their longitudinal position in the stent’s local coordinates; (ii) each layer of the stent is deformed
according to the curvature of the centerline. After positioning, the strut length correction routine

Figure 1. Left: Pipeline Embolization Device (PED, ev3/Covidien, Irvine, California) (image adapted from
Pierot 2011). Right: Reconstructed 3D struts mesh similar to the Pipeline device with a diameter of 3mm

and length of 14mm.
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is executed, which corrects any distortion of strut length due to the curvature of the vessel
centerline. The resulting deformation can be seen in Figure 2.

4. Expansion process: Once the target destination in the vessel has been reached – in this case, the
neck of an aneurysm – retracting the catheter unsheathes the stent. The released stent starts
expanding under the internal elastic forces of the Nitinol® (for self-expanding devices) to return
into its load-free con"guration. We have developed a fast virtual deployment method based on
linear and torsional-spring analogy to simulate the moving mesh of the device. The linear spring
analogy involves replacing the stent mesh by "ctitious springs (see Figure 3, right) with each
spring obeying Hooke’s law, and the force on a given node from the springs of the surrounding
nodes can be written as equation (1).

F
!

i !
Xvi

j!1

aij
!
!j "

!!i
! "

; (1)

where
!
!i is the displacement of node i, aij is the stiffness of the spring between node i and j and vi is

the number of neighbours of node i [18]. aij = 1/Lij where Lij is the characteristic length of the strut ij.
(Table I) When the deformation is prescribed to boundary layers of the mesh, the new nodal
displacement can be calculated at every time step as a weighted average of the displacements of the
surrounding nodes, assuming that in equilibrium, the net force acting on each node is zero. This gives
the following iterative equation (2) as derived from equation (1) by setting the force to zero.

Figure 2. Initial positioning of the crimped stent along the centerline of the vessel: 30%-crimped generic
stent in an idealised curved vessel (left) and 20%-crimped !ow-diverter, similar to a commercially available

design, in a patient-speci"c geometry (right).

Figure 3. Left: Graphical interpretation of the torsional spring analogy, where each vertex is attached a
torsional spring that resists the change of the angle at the vertex; the torque generated by these torsional springs
is proportional to the torsional stiffness and the angular displacement (image adapted from Farhat et al. 1998).
Right: In the linear spring analogy, each edge of the 2Dmesh is modeled as a "ctitious linear spring and bound-
ary deformation is spread into the mesh through the spring forces (image adapted from Blom 2000).
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The stiffness of each spring is inversely proportional to the segment length before the deformation and is
not updated during the iteration. In addition to linear springs replacing the edges of the mesh, the mesh
vertices are also modeled as torsion springs, that is, !exible elastic objects that store mechanical energy
when twisted (see Figure 3, left). The torque the spring exerts is proportional to the angular de!ection as
it obeys an angular form of Hooke’s law, with the torsional stiffness de"ned in equation (3)

Cijk
i ! Kijk

i $ 1

1# cos"ijki
$ 1

1" cos"ijki
! Kijk

i

sin2"ijki
; (3)

where Cijk
i is the stiffness of the spring that is attached to the vertex i which is connected with vertices j

and k and, thus, associated with the angle "ijki [19]. Ki
ijk = 3/Liijk where Li

ijk =mean characteristic length of
struts ij and ik. (Table I)In the device expansion, there is no part of the stent structure where the
deformation is known a priori as a boundary condition. Therefore, the movement of the stent mesh is
determined without known boundary deformations by evaluating both the lineal and torsional springs’
forces acting inside the crimped structure and by allowing the nodes to move under these forces. The
formula used to determine the nodal displacement in each iteration is:
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where
!
! k#1
i is the node displacement at the k + 1 iteration and all other variables and constants are

previously de"ned in equations (1), (2) and (3).The linear stiffness is set proportional to the inverse of
the segment length before the deformation, as originally proposed by Batina [20], since mesh points that
are closer to each other exhibit stronger force. Additionally, in order to overlay the linear and torsional
springs, scaling of either stiffness is required because of the discrepancy in dimensionality in both types
of stiffness. The behavior of the torsion springs is modeled indirectly by incorporating the angle informa-
tion into the edges’ stiffness. Then the total stiffness of an edge is de"ned as the sum of its linear stiffness
and its torsional stiffness components; the springs’ forces are calculated according to equation (1). The
resulting system of equations is solved using the Jacobi method, on the vertex-to-vertex basis using
the iterative displacement equation presented earlier.

5. Vessel and contact mechanics: In order to model the potential deformation of the vessel geometry
resulting from the !ow-diverter deployment, it is necessary to represent the vessel tissue as non-
rigid. We approximate the mechanical response of the vessel tissue with a linear model alone. The
contact is implemented as a direct transfer of the residual forces in the !ow-diverter struts to the vessel
mesh when the two bodies come in close proximity. Technically, the contact is modeled by means of
the contact check, which is performed in every iteration before the update routine. To speed up the

Table I. Stent and vessel stiffness parameters.

Stiffness Constant
Characteristic length
(m) mean, (min-max)

Stiffness (Nm-1) mean
(min-max)

Lineal (Stent*) aij
stent = 1/Lij 4.02x10-4 (4.02-7.25x10-4) 2.09x103 (1.38-2.49x103)

Torsional (Stent*) Ki
ijk = 3/Lijk 4.02x10-4 (4.02-7.25x10-4) 5.04x103 (1.04-6.71x103)

Lineal (Vessel**) aij
vessel = 0.1/Lij 1.82x10-4 (1.70-2.52x10-4) 106.5 (52.3-183.7)

*70% porosity rhomboid stent.
**ICA_Giant vessel.
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computation, only potential stent-vessel neighbors are checked for the contact (proximity smaller than
a chosen epsilon), which are computed beforehand. The residual contact forces are acting as external
stresses on the vessel, triggering the strain response of the vessel tissue, which can be represented as a
mesh of linear springs with isotropic stiffness. The external stresses from the stent are modeled as the
direct transfer of force from each stent mesh vertex to the vertices of the vessel mesh at the contact.
The deformation from the external stress "eld is dissipated through the vessel mesh by the mesh
through linear elastic forces of the springs as detailed in equation (5) below:

!! vessel
i ! " Fstent

iXvi

j!1
avesselij

; (5)

where
!
! vessel

i is the deformation of the vessel mesh vertex i, Fi
stent is the restoring force of the stent

mesh vertex that has come into the contact with the vessel mesh vertex i, and
Xvi

j!1
aijvessel is the

stiffness of the vessel mesh vertex i, de"ned as the sum of all springs in the vessel mesh emanating
from vertex i.
The subsequent deformation of the vessel vertices is computed for each time step in the same

manner as the stent expansion (equation (4).)
The stent stiffness parameters of the fast deployment algorithm are taken from a validation study

completed by the authors and scaled by strut size. These stiffness values are detailed for Stent I in
Table I [21]. In the validation study the error between the FEA and the fast algorithm lies in the
range 2-10%. The error was determined as an average distance between the corresponding nodes,
taken as a percentage of the vessel diameter. Given the extreme responsiveness of the virtual
deployment algorithm this is deemed perfectly satisfactory and acceptable.
Although the stent deployment algorithm has the capability to predict vessel wall deformation

after device deployment, the in-vivo stiffness parameters of the arterial wall are unknown, and there
are no examples in the literature. Thus, any vessel deformation predicted by the fast deployment
algorithm is currently unveri"ed and unveri"able, especially given the patient-speci"c nature of
vessel stiffness and its variation between diseased and healthy arteries. Analytical models of vessel
wall deformation (Hyper-Elastic Mooney-Rivlin) [22] that have been veri"ed with a hydrogel
experimental model of a bovine artery have been widely used in the literature [22–24] but do not
capture the diseased nature of the vessel in the vicinity of the aneurysm. Arterial wall thickness
is another major simulation parameter that is both disease-dependent and patient-speci"c, and
hence, wall thickness has been estimated in all vessel deformation models found in the literature.
Consequently, the stiffness parameters of the vessel wall used in the fast deployment algorithm
are arbitrarily chosen to show proof-of-concept. The vessel stiffness is set to one-tenth of the stent
stiffness, which results in vessel deformations after FD deployment in the range of those that might
be seen across a cardiac cycle [25].

2.2. Device in!uence on vessel hemodynamics

The vast majority of studies modeling blood !ow in the arteries that supply the brain have occurred
since the year 2000. These studies are split between two methods: in vitro testing, using particle im-
age velocimetry (PIV) to measure the physical !ow seen in blood vessel phantoms, and in silico
testing, using CFD simulations run originally on supercomputers and subsequently on desktop
and clustered computers that calculate a Navier-Stokes solution to the blood !ow. Both the !ow
patterns of CFD solutions and PIV visualisations have been shown to correlate well with the
in vivo blood !ow, as seen in high resolution digital subtraction angiography [26–28]. Early studies
focused on simpli"ed aneurysm geometries, but more recent studies have highlighted the impor-
tance of simulating patient-derived vasculature.[29] For patient-speci"c studies, CFD has become
a signi"cantly faster and cheaper modeling method than PIV, and consequently, it is the method
of choice in this study.
Three patient-speci"c vessel geometries, each presenting an aneurysm in a different location, are

extracted from patient Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA) data, (see Figure 4). The "rst
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geometry, ICA_Bifurc, represents a small saccular aneurysm of the Internal Carotid Artery (ICA). A
second geometry, ICA_Giant, has a large saccular aneurysm present on the ICA, opposite the
ophthalmic artery. Finally, the third geometry, MCA, shows a small but sessile aneurysm on the
Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA). Each vessel geometry is imported into Blender (Stichting Blender
Foundation, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and trimmed to within ten vessel diameters upstream
and downstream of the aneurysm location.
Four different !ow-diverters are created, with varying porosity and mesh designs, as shown in

Figure 5 and summarized in Table II. The selection of stent designs is chosen to re!ect both commer-
cially available and entirely novel devices. Stent I is almost identical to the SILK (Balt Extrusion,
Montmorency, France) or PED (ev3/Covidien, Irvine, CA) with a rhomboid mesh at 70% porosity.
Stents III and IV are manufactured within the Oxford Engineering Science Department and have a
porosity of 80% with diverging and converging meshes respectively. The remaining device, Stent

Figure 4. Patient-speci"c aneurysm geometries obtained from CTA data.

Figure 5. Stent designs to be virtually deployed in each aneurysm geometry. Stents I and II both feature a
rhomboid mesh typical of commercially available !ow-diverters while Stents III and IV feature novel di-

verging and converging mesh designs.

Table II. Stent porosity and construction.

Porosity Wire Diameter Number of Strands Pore Diameter

Stent I 70% 30!m 48 120-260!m
Stent II 80% 30!m 32* 130-280!m
Stent III 80% 70!m n.a. 500!m (min)
Stent IV 80% 70!m n.a. 500!m (min)
SILK/PED ~70% ~30!m 48 ~110-250!m

*Number of strands chosen to preserve longitudinal axis angle (rhombus shape) of a 70% porosity 48 strand stent of the same
diameter.
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II, acts as a control on both porosity and design with an 80% porosity rhomboid mesh. With these
designs it is possible to investigate the in!uence of stent porosity on in!ow reduction alone by
comparing Stents I and II whilst also investigating the in!uence of mesh design alone by comparing
Stents II, III and IV. These stent designs are summarised in Table II and compared to the SILK/PED.
Because of the semi-open cell design of Stents III and IV only the minimum pore diameter is given.
Each stent design is virtually crimped and deployed in each aneurysm geometry with the

deployment algorithm detailed in the previous section. Flow-diverters are sized to the geometries as
detailed in Table III. Each virtually deployed stent geometry is then trimmed to improve computa-
tional ef"ciency, leaving a stent length of approximately the aneurysm neck diameter upstream and
downstream of the aneurysm.
The aneurysm geometries, with and without the !ow-diverter designs deployed, are imported into

CFD-VisCART (ESI Group, Paris, France) to be meshed. The meshing of each geometry is
completed with a Projected Single Domain mesh, an Omnitree Cartesian tree type, and three
near-wall Cartesian layers to give a smooth and well-resolved boundary de"nition. Transient !ow
mesh independence tests performed on each geometry with and without a stent deployed revealed
mesh independence at meshes of between 2,850,000 and 8,160,000 elements – the metric we use
for this grid independence test is the aneurysm mean volumetric in!ow, and we set the threshold
for the discrepancy to be under 1% for two consecutive meshes.
A radially symmetric parabolic velocity pro"le is prescribed at the inlet of each aneurysm geometry.

The periodic variation of the mean inlet velocity of each vessel is scaled to "t volumetric !ow curves
generated from a 1D model of the arterial tree [30]. Three full cardiac cycles are simulated with the
!ow distribution only measured in the third cycle in order to remove as many transient effects of the
pulsatile !ow pro"le as possible. A "xed pressure boundary condition is applied to all outlets of each
geometry, although this condition may be unrealistic for vessels that are subsequently jailed after stent
deployment when a higher backpressure is likely. The authors have previously conducted simulations
with similar geometries and incorporated an artery-speci"c pressure pro"le based on 1D !ow network
calculations, however, imposing these conditions on a vessel both pre- and post-intervention is prob-
lematic if the vessel is jailed by a stent. To investigate the effect of a "xed pressure boundary condition
the ICA_Giant geometry has been simulated in steady state with an increased outlet pressure condition
on the jailed vessel in increments of 50Pa up to +500Pa (3.75mmHg) with a change of 4.3% seen in
!ow reduction for Stent I (42.1% reduced to 37.8%) despite a near 100% reduction in ophthalmic
artery !ow between the 0 Pa and +500 Pa simulations. Thus, the effect of the "xed pressure boundary
condition at the jailed vessel can be considered small. This assumption is further reinforced by the close
correspondence to in vivo measurements of the relative proportions of out!ow seen across the all
aneurysm geometry daughter vessels in the unstented simulations [29–31].
Reynolds Number (6) and Womersley Number (7) are measures of the ratio of inertial forces to

viscous forces and the ratio of vessel diameter to laminar boundary layer growth over a single
pulsatile period (T) respectively. Both are de"ned below:

Re ! "ul
!

; (6)

and

# ! l
2

######
#"
!

r
; (7)

Table III. Vessel diameters and implanted device sizes.

Vessel
Vessel Diameter

(Distal to Aneurysm)
Vessel Diameter

(Proximal to Aneurysm) Device Diameter*

ICA_Bifurc 3.10-3.70mm 3.25-3.80mm 3.5mm
ICA_Giant 3.25-3.75mm 3.75-4.00mm 4.0mm
MCA 2.45-2.60mm 2.35-2.70mm 2.5mm

*Devices chosen according to current SILK/PED manufacturers’ recommendation.
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where " is the !uid density, u the mean sectional velocity, l the vessel diameter, ! the dynamic viscos-
ity and # the angular frequency of !ow oscillations (#= 2$/T).
The Reynolds numbers of the !ow in the parent vessel of each aneurysm geometry have a

minimum around 160 at diastole and a maximum around 760 at systole, indicating laminar !ow
(veri"ed in each case, by the lack of emergent high frequency oscillations, as interrogated in the
high resolution computations). For all three geometries simulated with pulsatile !ow at a frequency
of 75 BPM, the Womersley number, %, remains in the range of 1.3-2.2, which supports a parabolic
inlet !ow pro"le assumption [33].
The meshes are imported into the multiphysics suite CFD-ACE+ (ESI Group, Paris, France).

Blood !ow is modeled as an incompressible !uid with unsteady 3D Navier-Stokes governing
equations, which can be written in the following form:

$
!u
!t

# u%"u
$ %

! ""p# "%% # F; (8)

"%u ! 0; (9)

where " is the !uid density, u the velocity "eld, p the pressure, ! the deviatoric stress tensor and F
external forces.
Although blood is, in general, non-Newtonian, it has been shown that the non-Newtonian effects

can be assumed secondary in arteries with a diameter greater than 0.5mm [34]. Non-Newtonian
effects have also been shown to be small inside the aneurysm dome; a negligible difference is seen
in !ow, pressure and wall shear stress (WSS) distributions between Newtonian and non-Newtonian
models with non-Newtonian models suggesting more stable !ow regimes where oscillations are
damped by increased viscous forces [35]. Thus, the !uid is assumed incompressible and Newtonian
with a density of 1000kgm"3 and a dynamic viscosity of 0.004 PaS. A rigid arterial wall is assumed
for computational ef"ciency and such an assumption has been shown to have little effect on the
!ow patterns seen when compared to simulations with elastic compliant walls [25]. A Central
Differencing scheme is used, along with SIMPLE-Consistenta (SIMPLEC) pressure correction
[36,37] and an algebraic multigrid method for convergence acceleration [38].

2.3. Stent-induced thrombosis modeling

The hemostatic system maintains the integrity of the circulatory network. Under physiological condi-
tions, a delicate balance is sustained between procoagulant and anticoagulant forces. This equilibrium
is violated in injury and blood extravasation, but also, in some cases, within the vasculature itself.
There are many existing models in the literature that describe the complex process of thrombus devel-
opment. Although they describe the same biological phenomenon, the complexity of these models
differs dramatically, depending on the intended purpose. Some models focus on the basic science
of thrombus development; attempting to elucidate those aspects of clotting that have not as yet been
understood. Other models are developed for use in clinical assays and would therefore focus on a
single feature of coagulation.Two existing biochemical network models are examined in this study.

1. The Wagenvoord model [39], describes the process of coagulation by "tting equations to a
thrombogram, a graph of thrombin concentration over time. Such a thrombogram is used for
determining hypocoagulability and hypercoagulability in speci"c patients. The six equations of the
Wagenvoord model that are "tted to the thrombogram curve capture the most salient reactions in-
volved in the process of coagulation. (Please see appendices A and B for further details of the model)

2. The Mann model [40] describes the process of coagulation using 27 reactions and 42 reaction
constants (please see appendices C and D for reaction cascade and details of reaction constants.)
The model incorporates all the reactions involved in coagulation and is assembled by determin-
ing parameters for each individual reaction.

aSemi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE).
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The Mann model is more rigorous in describing the biochemical reaction network for coagulation
but presents a serious challenge to computational implementation in complex patient-derived
geometries, as all of its associated parameters must be determined on a patient-speci"c basis in a
clinical setting. The Wagenvoord model is simpler but could still be of greater practical use in clin-
ical practice. For this reason, results presented in this study are based on the Wagenvoord model.
The model developed in this study accounts for the unsteady, three-dimensional transport of pro-

teins involved in the process of coagulation. Prothrombin (factor II), thrombin (factor II activated),
factor V, tenase complex (factor X activated-V activated), factor X, antithrombin, tissue factor and a
generic protein representing all proteins inactivated by antithrombin, INACT are included in the
reaction cascade. Some of the factors (prothrombin, factor V, factor X and anthithrombin) are
present at the inlet of the geometry and as an initial condition while others form during the course
of the simulation. Tissue factor is the sole initiator of coagulation and is expressed upon damage to
the vessel wall. In this model, tissue factor expression is linked to strain rate. Cells that experience a
low strain-rate express tissue factor, thus allowing for the initiation of coagulation. This is an
assumption that is made in order to observe the effect of stenting on a particular case. The exact
stimulus of clotting in an aneurysm is as yet unknown, and consequently, various assumptions need
to be made and examined to better try and understand the underlying process of coagulation. This
is especially true for in silico models. The low strain-rate assumption has been applied to other in
silico models of thrombus development in cerebral aneurysms with a study by Courbebaisse et al,
showing that this strain rate threshold model was able to account for partial, full and no occlusion
in aneurysm geometries [41].
The main purpose of the thrombosis model is to observe the effect of the stent on clotting inside the

aneurysm sac, which presumably has a compromised endothelial layer. While it would be possible to
initiate clotting throughout the entire geometry, our focus in this case is not thrombosis that develops as
a result of parent vessel injury during stent deployment. Although in our model it is possible to observe
the formation of a platelet plug around the stent wires, this will, however, remain a collection of
platelets without a "brin mesh holding it in place unless the stent locally damages the vessel wall. This
vessel injury mechanism would require the modeling of a different physiological process altogether.
The thrombosis model is implemented in CFD-ACE+ (ESI Group, Paris, France). Transport of

the proteins is accounted for using the Navier-Stokes equations (8,9), while the concentrations
are solved for using the scalar transport equation, which can be written as:

!&
!t

# u%"&" D"2& ! S; (10)

where t is the time, u the velocity, & the variable of interest, D the diffusion coef"cient, and S any
source term (including sources and sinks of & due to (bio)chemical reactions)
Changing the clot region’s viscosity or other properties can represent the effect of the clot on the

local blood !ow in the aneurysm sac; in this study we made a modelling decision to vary the poros-
ity and permeability of the clot region in order to distinguish it from the rest of the !uid region. The
values for porosity and permeability in the model are taken from a relevant publication by Diamond
[42]. In the review, three measured values of clots are given. A value for plasma or "brin gel of '
0.99 is given, a value for a platelet clot is given that ranges from '= 0.9 to '= 0.99. Finally, the
measured values for compacted "brin are '= 0.75 to '= 0.9. The emphasis of our model is on
"brin rather than the platelet plug; hence, we chose the most conservative value for "brin,
'= 0.75. If the model is able to solve the !uid "eld for this porosity, then all porosities above
that value can also be solved. A value of 1.0x10-12 m2 is assumed for clot permeability. The
variable porosity and permeability are incorporated into the conservation and momentum
equations (11, 12, 13 and 14), which are detailed below:

! '"& '
!t

# "% '"u& ' ! 0; (11)
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! '"u& '
!t

# " '"uu& ' ! "'
!p
!x

# " '!"u& ' " '2!
(

u# SMx; (12)

! '"v& '
!t

# " '"vv& ' ! "'
!p
!y

# " '!"v& ' " '2!
(

v# SMy; (13)

! '"w& '
!t

# " '"ww& ' ! "'
!p
!z

# " '!"w& ' " '2!
(

w# SMz; (14)

where u, v, w and SMx, SMy , SMz are the x,y,z components of the !uid velocities and source terms
respectively, '(x,y,z) = porosity, ((x,y,z) = permeability, " = density and ! = viscosity
The solver used for time-marching the chemical species is adapted from Hairer and Wanner [43].

Their code is speci"cally designed for stiff equation systems and is relevant in this regard as the
reaction rates of some of the equations differ substantially. The developing clot has an effect on the
!ow "eld, and the !ow "eld, in turn, affects the manner in which proteins are transported to the clot.
The clot region has different porosity and permeability values [44] when compared to the rest of the
!uid domain and thus affects the !ow as a semi-permeable solid object would. This porous clot region
is determined by thrombin concentration, and the thrombus front is tracked using a Level Set method
[45]. The equation describing the propagation of the clot surface is given by:

!)
!t

# u%") ! 0; (15)

where t is the time, u the velocity, and " the variable of interest.
The growing clot propagates normal to the clot surface and the velocity of propagation

(u in equation 14) is proportional to the thrombin concentration. The vessel wall is rigid and tissue
factor, the protein responsible for initiating clot growth, is expressed at areas of the vessel wall that fall
below a certain strain rate threshold, taken from Ouared et al. [41] Clot initiation is governed by shear
stress alone as areas of low wall shear are considered likely to encourage settling of platelets and
promote platelet interaction with the vessel wall. Hence stable thrombus may only initiate from the
vessel wall and cannot form mid-stream, which is consistent with clinical observations. In this case,
the implanted !ow-diverter encourages an environment with suf"ciently low !ow-velocity or washout
so as to support thrombus development, but unless the stent damages the vessel wall during placement,
the stent wires do not contribute to initiation or propagation of the clot.
The thrombus formation model is considered in all three aneurysm geometries (ICA_Bifurc,

ICA_Giant and MCA) with and without Stent I (70% porosity rhomboid mesh). The geometry with
and without Stent I deployed is modeled in steady state at mean in!ow for the equivalent of 60 cardiac
cycles (48 seconds real time). The rate of clot propagation is primarily controlled by the clot propaga-
tion velocity coef"cient, which varies considerable across the population and is highly dependant
upon anti-coagulant therapy usage. The clot propagation velocity coef"cient is "xed across all simu-
lations and is set at a value around 1000x larger than the true clinical value in order for full propaga-
tion of a clot, which would typically take a number of months, to be observed in the aneurysm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present a selection of indicative results, demonstrating salient features and the
ef"cacy and appropriateness of the methodologies discussed.

3.1. Virtual Deployment

We demonstrate the fast virtual deployment algorithm for each !ow-diverter (Stents I-IV) in each of
the three geometries as detailed in Tables II and III. Consistent with a clinical intervention, the
opening of the device is initiated from the distal extremity of the device and progresses to its prox-
imal end with respect to the aneurysm sac. Figure 6 shows snapshots of the deployment at different
time points of the deployment process for Stent II in the ICA_Giant geometry.
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The model is implemented in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and executed on a single 2.66GHz
core and 4GB of memory. No parallelization (e.g., multi-threading) is used. The deployment results
for each geometry and stent were obtained after approximately 400 iterations in a computation time of
one to "ve minutes per case. The deployed device is in good apposition to the vessel wall; however,
some deformation of the vessel tissue occurs, as indicated in red in Figure 6. Despite the dramatically
different mesh topologies, very little variation is seen between the deployed positions of the !ow-
diverters across the three aneurysm geometries. If stents III and IV were to be deployed in a vessel
with much greater curvature than that seen in Figure 7 it is likely that the ‘chevron’ portions of the
design would collide with one another making the device less !exible unless the stent struts were
to overlap one another; a situation not encountered in the geometries simulated.
The typical orientation of each !ow-diverter design at the aneurysm neck is shown for the

representative ICA_Giant case in Figure 7. The aneurysm sac has been removed for clarity, with
the diagram representing the view of the aneurysm neck seen from within the aneurysm dome.
The converging and diverging nature of the meshes of stents III and IV are indicated with the parent
vessel blood !ow !owing upwards in the "gure. Good apposition between stent and vessel wall is
seen in all geometries and !ow-diverter designs.

3.2. Hemodynamics

Simulations are run for each aneurysm geometry with and without the four different designs of !ow-
diverter implanted. The transient simulations are run with a time-step of 0.01 seconds for three cardiac
cycles at 75 BPM, totalling 2.40 seconds. Time-step sensitivity studies at 0.05, 0.01 and 0.005 seconds
have indicated that a time-step of 0.01 seconds is appropriate for these !ows and is typical of similar
CFD studies [38–41]. All simulations converge to a stable solution with a solution time for each time-
step of around 40minutes when run on up to 64 2.93GHz cores, depending upon mesh size. Each
time-step of the simulations is found to typically converge to "ve orders of magnitude residual

Figure 6. Stages of the virtual deployment process. From left to right: (1) 30%-crimped !ow-diverter ini-
tially placed on the centerline of the target vessel; (2) half way through the expansion process, starting from
the distal to proximal extremity of the device with respect to the aneurysm sac; (3) con"guration of the fully
expanded device; (4) areas of the vessel where deformation of the tissue occurred (highlighted in red).

Figure 7. Deployed position of stents I-IV in the ICA_Giant vessel geometry.
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reduction in 50-100 iterations with no individual time-step exceeding 500 iterations. For post-
processing, a measurement plane is de"ned at the neck of each aneurysm, through which the
aneurysm in!ow is recorded. The planes are placed as recommended by Kim et al. [46], and the
number of mesh elements in the plane exceeds the recommendation of Jou et al. [47], to fully resolve
!ow features. The reduction over the cardiac cycle in aneurysm in!ow due to each stent deployed in
the respective geometry is summarized in the bar chart of Figure 8. The range of percentage !ow
reduction over the cardiac cycle is indicated in black on each mean value.
Across the three aneurysm geometries a considerable range in mean !ow reduction (27.2-77.6%) is

seen over all four stents, as shown in Figure 8. An even greater range of instantaneous !ow reduction
is seen over the entire cardiac cycle with !ow reduction as low as 22.7% and as high as 88.0%
observed. Consistently across all three geometries and both parent vessel !ow pro"les (MCA and
ICA), the lowest !ow reduction is seen at peak systole, when parent vessel !ow is at its highest,
and the greatest !ow reduction is seen at the dicrotic notch, when parent vessel !ow is at a minimum.
The considerably higher range of parent vessel !ow over the cardiac cycle seen in the ICA geometries
(ICA: 130-570ml/min, MCA: 95-205ml/min) is also evident in the higher range of !ow reductions
(indicated in black on Figure 8) seen in both ICA geometries. By contrast, the MCA geometry expe-
riences the lowest variation in in!ow reduction over the cardiac cycle.
The variation from the mean !ow-rate over the cardiac cycle in both types of parent vessels

(ICA and MCA) is markedly asymmetric, with !ow maximums of 2.5x and 1.7x the mean !ow
for the ICA and MCA respectively, compared to !ow minimums of 0.6x and 0.8x respectively.
However, the variation of in!ow reduction about the mean in!ow seen across the geometries and
!ow-diverter types appears considerably more symmetric with the maximum and minimum in!ow
reductions falling approximately equidistant from the mean in!ow reduction. The largest percent-
age variation in in!ow reduction is seen for the ICA_Bifurc geometry with Stent II deployed where
an in!ow reduction of 40%±~12% is seen, despite a parent vessel !ow that varies by +150% and -
40% from the mean value.
In the cases of Stents I and II, the assumption that a lower porosity stent produces a greater reduction

in aneurysm in!ow is supported, with the 70% porosity mesh of Stent I redirecting 15-20% more
aneurysm in!ow than the 80% porosity mesh of Stent II across all three aneurysm geometries. The
lowest porosity device, Stent I, gives the greatest !ow reduction in two-thirds of the geometries, but
surprisingly in the MCA geometry, Stent III (80% porosity diverging mesh) outperforms Stent I
(70% porosity rhomboid mesh). Stent III also outperforms the other 80% porosity devices in the
remaining two geometries. This suggests that while generally a lower stent porosity results in greater

Figure 8. Mean percentage reduction (over cardiac cycle) in aneurysm in!ow due to Stents I-IV in aneu-
rysm geometries ICA_Bifurc, ICA_Giant and MCA. Error bars indicate range of percentage reduction seen

over the cardiac cycle.
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in!ow reduction for a given mesh design, certain mesh design traits offer substantial increases and
decreases in this performance. The sensitivity of in!ow reduction to mesh design seems to be aneu-
rysm geometry speci"c with the greatest variation in device performance seen in the MCA geometry.
This is further reinforced by the !ow patterns seen in Figure 9. Little difference in aneurysm !ow
patterns is seen between Stents I and III deployed in ICA_Giant (Figure 9 G and I respectively), but
for the MCA geometry, a substantially !atter !ow pro"le that in"ltrates the aneurysm sac much less
is seen in the case of Stent III when compared to Stent I (Figure 9 N and L respectively).
This variation of aneurysm in!ow reduction across stent designs challenges the assumption that !ow

reduction of a device is primarily governed by mesh porosity and pore size. It is generally considered
that for a given porosity a !ow-diverter mesh design with a larger number of smaller "laments results
in greater !ow reduction [16]. This rationale assumes that the primary means of !ow-diverter action is

Figure 9. Flow streamlines at peak systole. ICA_Bifurc geometry with no device (A) and each of the four FD
designs discussed deployed (B-E); ICA_Giant geometry with no device (F) and each design of FD deployed

(G-J) and MCA geometry with no device (K) and each FD design deployed (L-O).
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by a hydraulic resistance dominated by the increased skin friction of many small stent struts. The
dramatically different performance of Stents III and IV, which have the same pore size, strut diameter
and porosity, suggests that large-scale !ow effects, in!uenced (if not dominated) by large stent mesh
shape variation and features, may also have an important role to play in !ow-diverter design. The
action of !ow-diversion appears to be quite different between Stents I and II, and that of Stents III
and IV: Stents I and II appear to resist !ow by means of the "ne mesh offering a hydraulic resistance
to !uid passing through it, however Stents III and IV appear to redirect or steer !ow out of or into
the aneurysm respectively. Considering the deployment of Stents III and IV across the aneurysm
geometries the diverging or converging mesh patterns alone appear to introduce a variation in in!ow
reduction of 5-10%, with the diverging pattern of Stent III consistently outperforming the converging
mesh of Stent IV.

3.3. Thrombosis model

The thrombus model is run for 60 cardiac cycles (75 BPM, 48 seconds real time) fed with an inlet pro"le
typical of the vessel’s mean blood !ow. A convergent solution is found in less than 100 iterations
per time step with a time step of 0.05 seconds, which results in a solution time of around 30minutes
per time step. Time-step independence tests were performed comparing solutions run at 0.1, 0.05,
0.01 and 0.005 seconds respectively with no appreciable difference seen in thrombus evolution at
any time-step smaller than 0.05 seconds.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate the evolution of the surface of a thrombus developing in the

ICA_Giant aneurysm. The "gures show snapshots of the developing clot surface at 0 s, 15 s, 30s
and 45 s. The difference between the two diagrams is the absence of Stent I in Figure 10 and its
presence in Figure 11. At 15 s, there is no notable difference between the two geometries, with
small isolated areas of thrombus forming at the tip of the aneurysm in both cases. After 30s, little
change has occurred in the unstented case with only small amounts of isolated thrombus visible,
but a large clot has formed in the stented case, which occupies almost half of the aneurysm sac
volume. Finally, by 45 s, an additional small area of thrombus is present in the unstented geometry,
but the thrombus growth rate appears very slow, the clot in the stented geometry has propagated further
and the clot front has become much smoother suggesting a more homogenous thrombus growth.

Figure 10. Thrombus development (red) at different times for the giant aneurysm (ICA_Giant) prior to stent
insertion. At 0 s, no clot is evident in (A). At 15 s, the beginnings of a spontaneous clot are seen in (B). The
clot surface changes very little by 30s in (C) and after 45 s another small area of spontaneous thrombosis has

formed in (D).
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In Figure 12, the thrombosis model is compared in all three aneurysm geometries, with and without
Stent I implanted. The "gure shows the thrombus development at a time of 45 seconds. The
ICA_Bifurc case shows similar behaviour to that previously discussed in the ICA_Giant case: small
isolated areas of thrombosis form spontaneously without the !ow-diverter deployed, but the implan-
tation of the stent results in a larger more homogenous clot growth advancing through the aneurysm
sac. In both the ICA_Giant and ICA_Bifurc cases the thrombosis post-stent deployment is initiated
at a different location to that of the spontaneous thrombosis seen without the device. In both cases

Figure 11. Thrombus development (red) at different times for the giant aneurysm (ICA_Giant) after stent
insertion. There is no evidence of the clot at 0 s (A) but by 15 s in (B) small areas of thrombosis are present.
At 30s, the clot has grown substantially and occupies a large fraction of the aneurysm sac as seen in (C).
Further growth of the clot is witnessed in (D) where the surface of the thrombus has become more smooth

and homogeneous.

Figure 12. Clot surface (red) of the predicted aneurysm thrombosis in each geometry after 45 seconds of
simulated blood !ow, before (top) and after (bottom) virtual deployment of Stent I. A small degree of spon-
taneous thrombosis is seen with no device in two geometries (ICA_Bifurc and ICA_Giant) but the device
deployment induces a comparatively larger and more homogenous thrombus across all three geometries.
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post-stenting the thrombosis is seeded in areas of the aneurysm sac that experience substantial !ow-
stasis after the device deployment (see Figure 9 A&B, F&G), which is consistent with the assumption
of the model that thrombosis occurs in areas of reduced strain rate. Finally, no spontaneous thrombosis
is seen at 45 s in theMCA case with no device deployed (Figure 12), and given the signi"cantly higher
velocity of the !ow throughout the aneurysm sac in the MCA case (Figure 9 A, F, K), this is not
surprising. A coherent “cap” of thrombus growth can be seen in the MCA geometry post-stenting.
Unlike the previous two geometries, the MCA thrombus appears to propagate uniformly from the
aneurysm wall throughout the sac, and the variation in velocity at the wall (Figure 9 L) appears to have
little effect on thrombus growth.
Comparing Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 it is clear that the insertion of a stent has a

signi"cant impact on the aneurysm hemodynamics. This, in turn, affects the manner in which
the growing clot propagates. After stent insertion, !ow into the aneurysm sac is generally
slower and more stable. Consequently, in the stented case, coagulation proteins that are deliv-
ered to the clot have a greater residence time and are therefore more likely to bind and contrib-
ute to the propagation of the growing clot. This is a possible explanation for the rapid
propagation of the clot surface observed in the stented case relative to the unstented case. As
previously mentioned, the dramatic growth rate of the thrombus observed, where a large throm-
botic volume forms in a matter of seconds, is the result of an exaggerated clot propagation ve-
locity coef"cient; this corresponds to an effort to address the time scale problem that slow clot
growth introduces and is in need of further calibration, validation and documentation. The scale
of thrombus formation seen in the simulation would typically form over a number of weeks or
even months.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, we have developed a fast algorithm to deploy virtually a variety of minimally
invasive devices into patient-speci"c geometries. This algorithm offers rapid and accurate deploy-
ment rehearsal, thus allowing for multiple interactive trials and positioning optimisation. It predicts
both the equilibrium position of the device and allows for (currently unveri"ed) prediction of tissue
deformation resulting from device deployment.
Four designs of !ow-diverting stent have been presented with varying mesh designs and poros-

ities. Hemodynamic simulations have been performed on these four !ow-diverting stents, virtually
deployed in three different patient aneurysms. The variation in aneurysm in!ow reduction achieved
by each device both supports the assumption that increased !ow diversion results from decreased
device porosity but also suggests that mesh design can be equally in!uential on in!ow reduction.
In one aneurysm geometry, a stent of a higher porosity was shown to outperform a lower porosity
stent of a different design by a clear margin.
Additionally, we have presented a thrombosis model, which gives an estimation of thrombus

growth in the aneurysm sac prior to and after stent insertion. More work would need to be con-
ducted to further establish factors that contribute to the growth of the thrombus, to personalise such
models using patient-speci"c blood characteristics, and to validate such coupled models against
clinical observations.

APPENDIX A: Wagenvoord Reaction Constants

Step Reaction Pathway
Forward Reaction
Rate (nM-1 s-1) kcat (s-1) kM (nM)

1 X+TF!XA-VA+TF 5.00E-02 1.00E + 02
2 PT+XA-VA!TH+XA-VA 8.00E-02 1.00E + 03
3 V+TH!XA-VA+TH 2.50E+ 01 5.50E + 04
4 TH+AT! INACT 5.00E-06
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APPENDIX C: Mann Reaction Constants

Step Reaction Pathway
Backward
Rate (s-1)

Forward
Rate 1 (nM-1 s-

1)
Forward
Rate 2 (s-1)

1 TF+VII " TF-VII 3.10E-03 3.20E-03
2 TF+VIIA " TF-VIIA 3.10E-03 2.30E-02
3 TF-VIIA+VII!TF-VIIA+VIIA 4.40E-04
4 XA+VII!XA+VIIA 1.30E-02
5 TH+VII!TH+VIIA 2.30E-05
6 TF-VIIA+X " TF-VIIA-X!TF-VIIA-XA 1.05E + 00 2.50E-02 6.00E + 00
7 TF-VIIA+XA " TF-VIIA-XA 1.90E + 01 2.20E-02
8 TF-VIIA+ IX " TF-VIIA-IX!TF-

VIIA + IXA
2.40E + 00 1.00E-02 1.80E + 00

9 XA+PT!XA+TH 7.50E-06
10 TH+VIII!TH+VIIIA 2.00E-02
11 VIIIA + IXA " IXA-VIIIA 5.00E-03 1.00E-02
12 IXA-VIIIA +X " IXA-VIIIA-X! IXA-

VIIIA +XA
1.00E-03 1.00E-01 8.20E + 00

13 VIIIA " VIIIA1L +VIIIA2 2.20E-05 6.00E-03
14 IXA-VIIIA-X!VIIIA1L+VIIIA2 +X+ IXA 1.00E-03
15 IXA-VIIIA!VIIIA1L +VIIIA2 + IXA 1.00E-03
16 TH+V!TH+VA 2.00E-02
17 XA+VA " XA-VA 2.00E-01 4.00E-01
18 XA-VA+PT " XA-VA-PT!XA-

VA+mTH
1.03E + 02 1.00E-01 6.35E + 01

19 mTH+XA-VA!TH+XA-VA 1.50E-02
20 XA+TFPI " XA-TFPI 3.60E-04 9.00E-04
21 TF-VIIA-XA+TFPI " TF-VIIA-

XA-TFPI
1.10E-04 3.20E-01

22 TF-VIIA+XA-TFPI " TF-VIIA-
XA-TFPI

5.00E-02

23 XA+AT! INACT 1.50E-06
24 mTH+AT! INACT 7.10E-06
25 IXA+AT! INACT 4.90E-07
26 TH+AT! INACT 7.10E-06
27 TF-VIIA+AT! INACT 2.30E-07

Appendix B. Wagenvoord Reaction Cascade
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